
ACTION PLAN

FULL 
WARRIOR SEO

3 Months action for Results.

Work Reports Throughout the Process

24/7 Personal Guidance for SEO Consulting



In Phase 1 we will do:

In Phase 2 we will do:

The entire process takes about 3 months. 

We divided the action plan into 2 phases. 

Both phases have equal importance.

Consult with You about the Project

Do Niche Research

Strategizing

On-Site Optimization (Structured Data, Silo Structure,and all that stuff)

Actionable Plan

Online Reputation Management

Link Building

Informational Content Creation (the backbone of your store)

Social Media Campaigns (If you want us to manage that too)

Ongoing Analytical Review

Optimize your store for better conversions as well as user experience

An action plan is specifically designed for Shopify stores to reach the #1 ranking in Google  as soon 
as possible.

Phase 2 is all about marketing your store. It can also be termed as an Off-Page SEO, but we will do 
more than just that for sure. We will use our high PR contacts to promote your content and store to 
the respective audience to build authority and trust in your brand.

Okay… So, we have a good layout of the things that we will do in your store to make it rank better on 
SERP.

THE FULL WARRIOR SEO 
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Stage 1:
In this process, we will talk with you in detail about the project and what your goals are about 
yourstore. We will also help you to understand the business model, the products or services that you 
can offer, targeted demographics, previous or any current strategies, brand building and all related 
stuff like that. If you know that stuff already then congrats, you have already cleared stage1.

Stage 2:
Competition Analysis & Research:

SEO is like a game and we are PRO at it. It’s a transparent science as well. If that doesn’t mean any-
thing to you then let me explain what I mean by Competition Analysis & Research.

SEO is a transparent game. Our team will look up to your competitors and find out their strong points 
and their weak points as well. They will also analyze how they are ranking so well in SERP.

We will also make a report on how they are ranking and on what keywords they are generating the 
most amount of revenue. That report will include all the major and minor details about your compe  
itors.

In this stage, we will also figure it out, about how can we can outrank your competitors. Everything will 
be sorted out in the report.

Stage 3:
Audience & Consumer Review:

We will keep the data gathered in the previous stages and will then implement it for further research 
in stage 3. In this stage, we will look at the SERP and make a report on how people are searching for 
your products or services on the search engines like Google.

LET’S DIG MORE INTO IT.
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Stage 4:
Complete Website Audit:

Now that we have gathered enough information about your niche, competitors & audience, we will 
now do a complete website audit. We will do a comprehensive SEO audit to identify issues and solve 
them to make your store rank better.

Stage 5:
Complete Website Audit:

Now that we have gathered enough information about your niche, competitors & audience, we will 
now do a complete website audit. We will do a comprehensive SEO audit to identify issues and solve 
them to make your store rank better.

Stage 6:
Website Information Architecture & User Experience Review:

Our developer’s team will analyze and review your website to make sure that your store architecture 
is well equipped to rank better on Search Engines. It is important to make sure that your store is 
easy to navigate so that we can get maximum conversion rates.

Stage 7:
On-Site Optimization:

After all the data being gathered in the first seven stages, we are now able to do an on-site optimiza-
tion aka on-page SEO as well. We will make sure that your store doesn’t suck on SERP, so we will do 
the following things to make things right.
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Stage 8:

Implement New Website Information Architecture

Meta tags & Description Optimization

Internal Anchor Text Distribution Optimization

Image Optimization

Canonical tags Optimization

Robots.txt Optimization

Correct 301 Redirects

Maintain 404 Errors

Sitemap optimization for better crawl & index rate

Mend faulty Front-End Code

Solving all the Technical SEO Errors

Website Loading Speed Optimization

Integration with third-party apps like Google webmasters & Analytics for better Analysis

Remove Duplicate or Thin Content:

Our team will analyze your whole store and will then make a report about duplicate content as well 
as thin content that makes no sense or adds no value at all.

Stage 9:
Content Creation & Management:

We have an in-house team of copywriters that can help you with the content creation. We can help 
you in creating as well as consultation on your store content.

Special Note: This list is not limited to these things at all. We can add more things into the checklist 
as per the requirements & circumstances.
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Stage 10:
Backlinks Analysis:

In this stage, we will analyze your current backlink profile to filter out spam links. All the discovered 
spam links will either be disavowed or removed. It is mandatory because Google doesn’t like spam 
links anymore.

With the Google Penguin 4.0 update, if you are having spam links under your link profile, then you 
will get penalized instead of getting a higher rank on SERP. So, it is a very important step and we 
have experts over here to do this particular job.

Stage 11:
Internal Link Analysis:

We will review your store internal link strategy and make sure that the link juice is flowing all over the 
webpages without any disturbance. We will also limit the link juice to low priority pages and vice 
versa. 

Stage 12:
Google Business Listing:

We will help you to set up your Google Business as well as G+ profile. We will make sure that it is 
properly optimized and updated.

That’s all; we will do in phase 1. Now, let’s move on to Phase 2.
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PHASE 2:
Phase 2 is all about marketing your store, products,and services.

After the completion of Phase 1, we will focus to increase the store traffic, brand visibility, store 
authority and domain authority. We will do all the necessary things to market your product and ser-
vices at the right place.

In this phase, we will use our high PR contacts make your website/brand more visible to the targeted 
audience. We will build High Quality manualbacklinks to your store and run multiple social media 
campaigns to build traffic and trust in the eyes of your audience.

Link Building:
Link building is a crucial SEO Strategy. We will make sure that your store gets all the right backlinks 
in your backlink portfolio to rank you better on Google. Many SEO agencies make mistakes in this 
stage, but we have link building experts with years of experience that will help your Shopify store to 
grab the most genuine and high authority backlinks

Guest Posting

PBN Links

Infographic Submissions

PDF Submissions

PPT Submissions

Web 2.0s

Comment Backlinks (Low OBL)

Tier 1,2 & 3 Link Building

Parasite SEO

Citations

Complete Link Audit

Disavow Bad Backlinks

Anchor Text Distribution

Tier Link Building

And Much More

We will do the tier link building as well. 

We are going to do the following thing:

01
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Tier 1:
High-Quality Guest Posts, Shoutouts from High Authority Sites in Your Niche, Scholarship Links, Edu 
& Gov Links, Backlinks from live sites having tons of Traffic

Tier 2:
Build HQ backlinks to Tier1, Guest posts, PBN Links, Social Shares, Submission Sites, Wiki Links,

Tier 3:
Build backlinks to tier 2, Bookmarking, pdf submission, video submission, audio submission, Com-
ment backlinks, Profile Backlinks, Social Love, Edu & Gov Comment backlinks.

And Much More.

Special Note: These link building techniques are not limited to these specific ways. We will add more 
links to keep your link profile clean for better ranking on Google.

We will closely monitor your site performance. The ongoing analytical review will allow us to make 
changes according to the searcher ’s behaviorin your store. It will also help us to bring your store 
closer to your audience. In the end, your revenue will automatically grow.

Ongoing Analytical Review:

After reviewing your store closely, we will then optimize your store for the best conversion rates as 
well as user experience. We will enhance store visibility and create funnels so that user can be con-
verted into leads. We aim to provide a better user experience and convert users into customers.

CRO & UX Optimization:
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